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AU welcomes Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy for
Second Term as Vice-Chancellor 

AU News January  : In a
momentous development,
Professor P.V.G.D. Prasad
Reddy has assumed the role of
Vice-Chancellor for a second
consecutive term at Andhra
University, following his
appointment by the State
Government. The occasion was
marked by a grand reception,
where the esteemed Professor
was warmly welcomed by the
university's Registrar, Professor
M. James Stephen. This event
garnered unparalleled
enthusiasm from students,
faculty, and staff, including
heartfelt congratulations from
international students studying
at Andhra University.A
ceremonial tribute was paid to
the founder of the university,
Vice-Chancellor Cattamanchi 

Ramalinga Reddy, with
Professor P.V.G.D. Prasad
Reddy, Rector Prof. K. Samatha,
and Registrar Prof. M. James
Stephen participating in floral
offerings and rituals.Professor
Prasad Reddy took the
opportunity to reflect on the
remarkable progress Andhra
University has achieved during
his tenure, proudly announcing
the attainment of an A++ Rank
and an impressive CGPA of
3.74. This noteworthy
accomplishment has elevated
the university to the second
position in the country,
establishing it as a formidable
contender among corporate
education institutions.
Acknowledging the pivotal role
played by the dedicated staff,

Professor Prasad Reddy
emphasized the University's
commitment to fostering
discipline and upholding high
academic standards. Looking
forward, he outlined his vision for
the future, expressing
satisfaction at being entrusted
with a second term as Vice-
Chancellor and pledging to
sustain and enhance the
success of Andhra University.
He urged greater participation
from alumni, employees,
parents, and industries in the
university's ongoing
development. One of the
upcoming highlights is the
Centenary Celebrations planned
for Andhra University in 2025-26.
Prof Prasad Reddy shared his
vision for these celebrations,

revealing plans to invite the
President and Prime Minister of
the country to the opening and
closing ceremonies. A dedicated
committee will be established to
organize monthly special
programs as part of the
centenary festivities, with the
participation of esteemed figures
such as former Vice-Chancellor
Prof. B Satyanarayana and
former Registrar Prof. G.
Subrahmanyam. Furthermore,
Professor Prasad Reddy
outlined ambitious goals for
comprehensive development,
anticipating better funding
through initiatives like RUSA 3.
Leveraging the University's
current achievements, plans are 
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under way to establish
Andhra University
centers in foreign
countries, thereby
enhancing its global
outreach.Addressing a
query about potential
political involvement,
Professor Prasad
Reddy unequivocally
stated his preference
for education over
politics. He affirmed
his commitment to the
university's
development and
clarified that

interactions
with political leaders
are solely aimed at
fostering cooperation
for Andhra University's
advancement.The
Vice-Chancellor
expressed gratitude
for the support and
encourage ment
received from Chief
Minister Shri YS
Jaganmohan Reddy,
emphasizing the
positive collaboration
with political leaders
throughout history in

safeguarding
University lands and
promoting its growth.
In alignment with
Prime Minister Modi's
vision to position India
as a global education
destination, Professor
Prasad Reddy pledged
to work diligently over
the next three years to
realize comprehensive
development and
further elevate Andhra
University's standing
on the international
stage.

Congratulations to VC Prasad Reddy! There

was a collective sigh of relief when Chief

Minister Shri Jaganmohan Reddy

reappointed Andhra University Prof. Prasad

Reddy as the Vice Chancellor. This decision

is viewed as a positive step to ensure the

continuity of the vision and programs

already in place, indicating that Prof. Prasad

Reddy's leadership aligns seamlessly with

the ongoing goals of the university.The

reappointment of Prof. Prasad Reddy is

perceived as a measure to maintain stability

and uphold the established vision and

programs of Andhra University. The former

Vice-Chancellors and senior professor

congratulated Prof.Prasad Reddy for his

remarkable contributions to the progress

and development of the University. 

Congratulations to 

VC Prasad Reddy ! 
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Vice ChancellorProf. PVGD
Prasad Reddy pays Tributes

to great visionaries 

Prof. PVGD Prasad Reddy, upon assuming his role as

Vice Chancellor for the second term, paid floral

tributes to the idols of significant figures associated

with Andhra University. The revered figures include

Mahatma Jyotirao Phule, Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. BR

Ambedkar, Dr. Babu Jagjivanram, Sir Cattamanchi

Ramalinga Reddy (the founder Vice-Chancellor of

Andhra University), and  late Dr. Y.S. Rajasekhar

Reddy.Prof. Prasad Reddy, in this symbolic gesture,

expressed his unwavering commitment to working for

the development of the university in the spirit of these

great individuals whose idols he honored. This

signifies a dedicated adherence to their principles and

visions.Acknowledging the invaluable contributions

of employees and professors to the university's

development over the last four years, Prof. Prasad

Reddy emphasized the importance of all-round

development. He conveyed his vision to foster

coordination among all stakeholders, promoting social

harmony.The event witnessed the active participation

of university officials, including Rector Prof.

K.Samatha,  Registrar Prof. M. James

Stephen,Principals  highlighting a collective

commitment to the shared goals and ideals of Andhra

University. The presence of key figures underscores

the collaborative spirit that is crucial for the continued

growth and prosperity of the institution. 
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Transformative Leadership: Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy's

Visionary Impact on Andhra University

AU News,November : In a remarkable
testament to visionary leadership of
Professor P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy, the
esteemed Head of University,
development, has played a pivotal role

in propelling Andhra University  to new
heights on the national stage. His
unwavering dedication and commitment
to the institution have garnered
accolades, positioning him as a selfless
educator who views students as an
integral part of his extended family, with
their education at the forefront of his
priorities.Highlighted in the November
Edition of AU Looks,  Professor Prasad
Reddy's substantial contributions over
the past four years have been
instrumental in catapulting the
university's reputation. His tireless
efforts, marked by innovative ideas and
strategic project implementations, have
resulted in AU achieving a noteworthy
double-plus grade at the national level,
accompanied by an impressive CGPA of
3.74. This outstanding achievement has
not only elevated AU above central

universities but has also garnered
commendation from members of the
NAAC Committee.In times of adversity,
such as the COVID-19 pandemic,
Professor Prasad Reddy exhibited
strategic leadership by ensuring the
seamless completion of tests and timely
result announcements. His focus on
enhancing employment opportunities
has led to the establishment of a robust
placement structure, benefiting students
across various disciplines.
Achievements and Initiatives: Record-
Breaking Placements: Professor Prasad
Reddy instituted a comprehensive
placement system, ensuring that
students from diverse disciplines,
including arts, science, and engineering,
experienced joyous placement
ceremonies attended by their parents. A
groundbreaking achievement was
witnessed when the highest engineering

college student secured a job with an
unprecedented salary of Rs.84.5
lakhs.Expansion of Engineering Seats:
Demonstrating a commitment to
inclusivity, Professor Prasad Reddy

doubled the number of seats in the
engineering college immediately upon
assuming office. This initiative aimed to
make engineering education more
accessible to students from
economically disadvantaged

backgrounds.Innovation and
Entrepreneurship: Under Professor
Prasad Reddy's leadership, AU
established a Start-up and Incubation
Center, fostering the growth of over 150
start-up companies. The university's
commitment to innovation extends to
sectors such as Pharma, Marine,
Geoengineering, and Software
Technology.Global Collaborations:
Recognizing the international
importance of geoengineering, AU
established a Center of Excellence in
collaboration with a Singaporean firm.
Collaborations with industry leaders like
Avanti Feeds in the Marine sector
underscore AU's dedication to global
outreach.Technology and 
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Research Hubs: AU's foray
into technology and research
is evident in the development
of a Software Technology
Park, an Algorithm Building,
and a specialized center for
Drone Technology. These
initiatives align with the
university's dedication to
preparing students for

emerging fields.Diverse
Educational Offerings: AU
introduced high-paying,
employable audio
engineering courses, and a
new Food Testing and
Incubation Center aims to
identify future needs and
opportunities, complemented
by a five-year food
technology course.Supporting
Youth Development:
Initiatives like Digipac,
founded by an AU alumnus,
Amal Raj, contribute to
training and employment
opportunities for youth in
Uttarandhra and affiliated
colleges.These initiatives
underscore AU's commitment

to
fostering innovation,
research, and skill
development across various
sectors. Professor P.V.G.D.
Prasad Reddy's leadership
continues to shape Andhra
University into a beacon of
educational and
entrepreneurial excellence,
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AU Vice Chancellor Prof. P.V.G.D Prasad Reddy

Empowers Students with 90% Job Placements

Andhra University Vice

Chancellor, Prof. P.V.G.D

Prasad Reddy, has facilitated

job placements for 90 percent

of students. The government is

particularly pleased to

reappoint Prof. Prasad Reddy

as Vice Chancellor for the

second time. Students from

the Engineering, researchers,

and both teaching and non-

teaching staff express their joy and satisfaction.

Achieving an impressive A Plus Plus with 3.74 points

required significant effort. Prof. Prasad Reddy

deserves credit for obtaining the top rank. 

- Prof. G. Sasibhushan Rao, 
College  of  Engineering AU

"Transforming Andhra University: New Look, 

Green Campus, Enduring Infrastructure" 

Various colleges at Andhra University have undergone
significant renovations, giving the buildings a fresh and
modern look. These refurbished structures are now
expected to serve students for the next fifty years. The
entire campus has been transformed into a green
campus.AU VC Prof. Prasad Reddy deserves credit for
not only overseeing the
construction of quality roads
but also for creating a peaceful
environment conducive to
student well-being. The efforts
undertaken by Prof. Prasad
Reddy have contributed to the
overall improvement and
sustainability of the university
infrastructure. 

- Principal Prof.V. Vijayalakshmi 
Dr. BR  Ambedkar College of Law  AU

Prof. Prasad Reddy: Transforming Andhra
University with Dynamic Leadership." 

Dynamic leadership,

exemplified by VC Prof.

Prasad Reddy, plays a

crucial role in the

development and success

of educational institutions.

It appears that he has been

instrumental in bringing

about positive changes to

Andhra University, aligning the university with

the needs and aspirations of its students.

-Principal Dr. SK. Bhatti, 

College of Engineering AU

‘ Thanks to CM Jagan Sir..

In the history of Andhra
University, Prof. Prasad
Reddy holds a place as a
visionary Vice Chancellor.
The Chief Minister appointed
him as AU VC, and once
again, I am thankful to Jagan
Mohan Reddy. I have had a
good relationship with VC
Prasad Reddy for many
years. He served  as Registrar
and Rector. The CM, who liked
his work once again, appointed him as VC. As VC, he
gave the utmost priority to physical education. AU will
make more progress with the VC and Registrar
combination.    

-Prof.N.Vijayamohan, 

Dean of Students Affairs, AU 

"Genius of Discipline: VC Prasad Reddy" 

"I'm glad to hear that
Vice Chancellor Prof.
P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy
is pleased with his
appointment and has
made positive contribu-
tions during his four-year
tenure. It's commendable
that he has focused on
providing disciplined
education and creating a
peaceful campus environment. Additionally,
the efforts to help students secure job
opportunities right after completing their
courses are crucial for their future success."

Prof. Y. RajendraPrasad
College of Pharmacy 

"I am happy that Prof.

PVGD Prasad Reddy has

been appointed  as VC for

the second time. He is the

reason why we achieved

the NAAC A Plus Plus rank

and gained a prominent

place in universities across

the country due to his hard

work. He has worked tirelessly

to develop the varsity, and while much has been

accomplished, there is still more work ahead.

This time, the univerrsity will continue to develop

further."

Principal Prof. K. Srinivasa Rao, 

The beginning of world-class
development

AU has experienced
tremendous growth in the last
four years, and achieving the
NAAC A++ grade is attributed
to Prof. Prasad Reddy's
visionary plan. AU is expected
to make further progress
under his leadership. I would
like to express my special
thanks to CM Sri Jaganmohan
Reddy for appointing him as VC
once again.Some newspapers are engaging in
false propaganda against the University. AU
attains world-class development under the
leadership of Prof. Prasad Reddy. 

Prof. A. Pallavi, Head, 
Department of Physical Education

Prof. Prasad Reddy: Elevating Education and
Infrastructure at Andhra University" 

Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad

Reddy was appointed as

the Vice Chancellor of

Andhra University for the

second time. Prof. Prasad

Reddy, a highly educated

Vice Chancellor, deserves

congratulations on his

appointment by the state

government. The University

has witnessed significant development in the last

four years, ensuring basic facilities for the

students. University lands worth crores have

been protected.

Principal, Prof. A Narsimha Rao. College of
Arts and Commerce AU

Dynamic Vice Chancellor Prasad Reddy  

Andhra University Vice
Chancellor, Prof. PVGD
Prasad Reddy, is taking
charge for the second
time. One hundred
percent placement in
IASE  has been provided
to the students under
Prof. Prasad Reddy's
leadership. Serving as VC
for four years, he has
excellently developed the campus and earned a
good reputation. This is why the government
has recognized his contributions.                          -  

Principal Prof. T. Shobasri, IASE, AU

"Prasad Reddy's services  as VC are
remarkable"

The services rendered by Prof.
Prasad Reddy and AU VC over the last
four years are remakrable. There is no
record of AU VC providing such
services to the university in the past.
This has brought about a revolutionary
change at AU. The state government's
decision to appoint him as VC for the
second time is commendable and is
expected to propel the university even
further. With the AU approaching its
centenary celebration, effective leadership
becomes crucial. Under the guidance of VC Prof. Prasad
Reddy it is anticipated that the centenary will be a success,
earning the university world-class recognition. 

Prof. Subrahmanyam,
Ex Gitam Vice Chancellor 

"Andhra University Welcomes Back Prof. PVGD Prasad Reddy

as VC for a Renewed Era of Excellence"

AU News, January: In a momentous announcement this

January, Andhra University celebrates the reinstatement of

Prof. PVGD Prasad Reddy as its Vice Chancellor. Over the last

four years, the state government has played a pivotal role in

fostering visionary development and supporting future projects

at AU. The university community is particularly elated by the

government's decision, aimed at achieving the prestigious

NAAC A++ rank.The news has sent waves of cheer across the

university, with students expressing their gratitude and

admiration. "Thank you, CM, sir. We love VC, sir," cheered the

students, reflecting the widespread appreciation for Prof.

Prasad Reddy's leadership. The collective sentiment is one of

optimism and enthusiasm as Andhra University looks forward

to continued growth and excellence under the guidance of its

visionary Vice Chancellor.

"NAAC++ Triumph: Achieving Excellence
under VC Prasad Reddy"
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National level reputation with NAAC rank

Many dignitaries have
served Andhra University.
Prof. Prasad Reddy, who
served as the VC of such
a prestigious AU, achieved
remarkable progress
within a few years. Along
with large-scale
infrastructure development
at AU, the future of
students has been paved. I
am proud to be a former professor at this
university. It is commendable to achieve A++
rank of NAAC with 2nd place in the national level.
Students were given good encouragement in the
start-ups. 

Prof. GSN Raju, Chancellor, Centurion University

It is a very good decision for
the state government to
appoint Prof. Prasad Reddy
as VC once again.. In the
past, the grounds of AU
Engineering College used to
be the venue for many anti-
social activities. Such grounds
are highly developed and
made available to students.
Apart from this, many
development programs have been initiated in the last
four years. The news written against the development
of the university in some newspapers is incorrect.
Unable to bear the development of AU, the yellow
media is spreading misinformation.

P. Govind, Director, AP Police Housing
Corporationation.

Comprehensive Progress: All-Round Development"

Andhra University has
achieved historic
development in the last four
years under VC Prasad
Reddy's leadership. The
university has advanced
opportunities, infrastructure,
technology, and student
encouragement. Achieving
the best rank in the NAAC is
not an easy task.Prof. Prasad
Reddy has been reappointed as
Vice-Chancellor, ensuring that this positive
development will continue in the days to come. The
combination of VC Prasad Reddy and Registrar
James Stephen will contribute to further progress for
the university.

Prof. B. Satyanarayana, former Vice Chancellor of AU

"Unforgettable VC Legacy"

Many VCs have served at

Andhra University, but very few

have earned praise from all

walks of life. Prof. Prasad Reddy

is one of those rare VCs, and it

is commendable that he has

once again been appointed as

the VC of AU. Under the

leadership of VC Prof. Prasad

Reddy and Registrar Prof. James Stephen, Andhra

University is poised to achieve further development in the

coming days.They not only provide regular training to the

students but also pave the way for a golden future. We

have full confidence in their brand development.

P. Ramana kumari, EC Member, Dr. BR-Ambedkar University.

"Bringing closure to occupations, ushering in a new era..

"It is gratifying that Sir
Prof. Prasad  Reddy has
been reappointed as AU
VC. Congratulations to the
Chief Minister for this
decision. AU has
witnessed remarkable
development under his
leadership, with students
achieving unprecedented
placements. AU achieved the
best rank in NAAC. Previously, AU placements
faced significant violations, which Prasad Reddy
successfully addressed. He remains a visionary
for the university's development.” 

Dronamraju  Srivatsava, YSRCP Youth wing Leader

"Prasada Reddy: A Visionary Pioneer``

"Prof. Prasad Reddy, an

exceptionally forward-thinking

visionary, consistently

prioritizes innovation, contri

buting significantly to student

diversity and university

development. His commit

ment to driving progress

through innovative ideas

makes his reappointment as

VC for a second term commendable. Thanks to the

Chief Minister for this decision. Undoubtedly, Andhra

Vishwa Vidyalayam is poised for international

development in the coming days.”         

Mr.Subrahmanya Sharma,
Public Relations Society of India

"Avoid Criticizing, Acknowledge VC's Efforts" 

Revolutionary development
is underway at Andhra
University, evident in the
progress achieved over the
last four years. AU students,
staff, and teachers are
delighted with this
advancement. In this case,
there is no room for opposition
and criticism within the
university. The news in some
newspapers lacks truth.Under
the visionary leadership of Prasada Reddy, AU
Central Library incorporates technology, earning it the
distinction of being the second-best library at the
national level. AU is establishing a world-class
reputation through the collaborative efforts of VCs and
registrars.

Prof.  Venkateshwarlu, AU Chief Librarian

"Revolutionizing architecture with a modern touch.”

"Prof. Prasad Reddy, a

modern architect, played a key

role in the development of

Andhra University. Marking a

new era for this prestigious

institution with a century-long

history, revolutionary changes

have been implemented to align

with evolving technology and

student needs. Encouraging

students to embrace these

advancements, we aim to enhance opportunities for higher

job pursuits. The Public Relations Society of India stands

ready to assist AU in fostering innovation over the next four

years.”

Mr Narasimham, Public Relation Society of India 

Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy:

Modern Architect of Andhra University 

"Truthful Narratives: Upholding Integrity with 
VC Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy
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Condemn Yellow Media Propaganda

"In the face of the revolutionary development at

Andhra University, the yellow media is spreading

malicious propaganda against both the university

and Prof. Prasad Reddy. The previous government

neglected AU's development, misusing its assets

and orchestrating meetings without any objection

from the Yellow Media. Now, they can't tolerate

AU's significant progress

under the leadership of VC

Prasad Reddy and

Registrar James Stephen.

More development is on

the horizon.” 

Mr. KK Raju, Chairman,

NED Cap AP

"VC Prasad Reddy owns that
reputation.” 

"I have observed Andhra University for the past 40

years. Only two VCs have had the honor of serving twice

at AU: Acharya Gopalakrishna Reddy and Prof. Prasad

Reddy. This record will forever be etched in the

university's history. His reappointment as VC is a

recognition of past

achievements, prompting CM

Jagan to grant him a second

chance. Under Acharya

Prasada Reddy's leadership,

AU will celebrate its 100th

anniversary in six stages.”

Prof. DV R Murthy, Dean, 
AU PG Examinations 

"The reappointment of Prof. Prasad Reddy as VC is

commendable, crucial for AU at this time. Recognizing

the progress in the last four years, the government has

entrusted him with this responsibility again. Some

newspapers make baseless accusations, claiming no

development at the university. Just as Mahatma Gandhi

faced criticism, the negative

publicity about the university

falls into the same category.

VC Prasad Reddy, Registrar

James Stephen, and the

university team are poised for

further development in the

coming days.”                  - 

Prof. Jaladi Ravi, Head, Commerce &  

Management Studies

Thank you CM Sir
"VC Prof. Prasad Reddy is dedicated to advancing

AU's development. Yet, in the journey of progress,

a handful of impatient individuals throw stones—

minor in the vast majority. Such criticisms need not

be taken seriously. Prof. Prasad Reddy is steering

AU's development as a counter to private

universities. Chief Minister

Jagan Mohan Reddy's

decision to reappointment

him as VC is a

commendable move.

Gratitude to the CM on

behalf of the employee

union.” 

Dr. Ravikumar, President,
Employes union 

"We, the faculty of Andhra University, are

delighted that Prof PVGD Prasad Reddy garu has

been granted another term as Vice Chancellor.

His dynamic approach and leadership qualities

are sure to elevate the name and fame of our

university to greater

heights. We wish him

success in steering our

university towards all-

round development.”

Prof B. Bharathalakshmi 

Zoology Department AU

Joy in appointing VC Prasad Reddy "Yellow media thrives on political gains.”

"Andhra University has witnessed revolutionary development

in recent years. There were times when some referred to this

university as a ghost town. Individuals engaged in negative

publicity, claiming the university won't develop, are often

associated with certain political

parties. The yellow media's

malicious propaganda is solely for

political gain. Such matters need

not be given much priority. In the

upcoming days, AU will progress

towards world-class standards with

the dedication of Vice Chancellor

and Registrar. 

S. Apparao, GVMC Council Member .

"Untrue news spreads misinformation.” 

"At the right time, the state government has appointed the right

person as the VC of Andhra University. Consequently, VC Prof.

Prasad Reddy transformed AU within four years. Appointing him

as VC for the second time at this juncture is highly commendable.

Under his leadership, there is a vibrant atmosphere at AU. Even

the students of Andhra University

Arts College achieved placements,

which is truly remarkable. The news

that Yellow media is reporting about

AU is untrue.”

Prof.Veerraju,Head Of

Department,  

of Political Science  AU

VC to Make AU  Number one in India 

"Andhra University Vice Chancellor Prof. PVGD Prasad

Reddy garu made his way to a prestigious university,

tirelessly working for its development. His greatness is

beyond words. Vice Chancellor Prof. Prasad Reddy

continuously contributed to the development of AU. No one

has the right to criticize him.

Thanks to Chief Minister YS

Jaganmohan Reddy for appointing

him once again as AU Vice

Chancellor. VC to Make AU

Number one in India. 

Gantla Srinubabu, Executive
Member Simachalam,  

Devassthanam, Senior journalist 

Prof. Prasad Reddy to take

Andhra University to further

heights

University condemns Yellow

Media propaganda

AU in 

Jubilant 

MoodVisionary Combination 

of VC and Registrar

Even Gandhi faced inevitable criticism on his
path to change  
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AU News, January: In a significant development, Prof.

PVGD Prasad Reddy has been appointed once again as

the Vice Chancellor of Andhra University. The

announcement of his reappointment has created a

cheerful atmosphere resonating throughout the

university.The news was met with excitement, and

congratulations poured in from various quarters,

including University community, Visakhapatnam city

elders and intellectuals. The widespread

acknowledgment reflects the appreciation for Prof.

Prasad Reddy's leadership.Taking charge recently, Prof.

Prasad Reddy has already begun making an impact, and

the university community celebrated this occasion in a

noteworthy manner. The congratulatory messages

continue to pour in from diverse segments of the

university community, including present and former

students, professors, and academics.The reappointment

signals a continued era of leadership under Prof. Prasad

Reddy's guidance, promising further development and

success for Andhra University. The positive atmosphere

surrounding this announcement speaks volumes about

the optimism and support for the future endeavors of the

university.”

"Renewed Leadership: Prof. PVGD Prasad

Reddy Returns as Andhra University Vice

Chancellor, Sparks Jubilation
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AU News, January: 

I am elated and my happiness

is boundless after hearing the

news of reappointment of Prof.

PVGD Prasad Reddy Garu as

the Vice-Chancellor of Andhra

University. His leadership has

been instrumental in the rapid

development and progress of

the university. Prof. Reddy's

dedication, vision, and tireless

efforts have significantly

enhanced the academic and infrastructural

aspects of the institution, fostering an environment of

excellence. Despite facing unwarranted criticism from some

quarters, his commitment to the betterment of the university

has remained unwavering. It is essential to recognize and

appreciate his transformative leadership, brushing aside

baseless negativity and focusing on the positive impact he

has had on Andhra University's growth and reputation. Prof.

Reddy's reappointment is a testament to his outstanding

contributions and a promising continuation of the university's

upward trajector. His visionary leadership will defintely make

Andhra University as a Global Destination for Education.

-Dr. Challa Krishnaveer Abhishek
Linguist & Soft Skills Trainer

His Visionary Leadership
makes AU a Global

Destination for education
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VC Sir's leadership: Simply
amazing

I am happy to study under the leadership of Vice

Chancellor Prasad Reddy Sir. In the last few years as

VC, he has brought about many changes to the

University. Placement cells have been set up in all

colleges to foster a startup and innovation culture,

providing higher job opportunities. The university has

made facilities available to the

students on a large scale.

Under his leadership, AU has

been ranked as the top-2

university in the country in the

NAAC ranking.              -  

Mallika,Pharmacy AU.

"Revolutionizing AU with Commitment
and Superior Leadership.” 

"I'm happy that Vice
Chancellor Prof Prasad
Reddy sir has been
appointed at Andhra
University for the second
time. He is proof of
commitment and superior
leadership. He initiated
revolutionary changes in the
university's development.
High security is provided to the
students in the hostels. Classrooms, labs,
curriculum design, etc., are all aimed at student
opportunities. We will achieve hundred percent
placements under his leadership.”

- Maseeha,AU Women's Engineering

"It is a pleasure to see our Sir Prof.

PrasadReddy as VC for the second time. I

would like to thank Chief Minister Sri

Jaganmohan Reddy for this. Thank you, CM

sir. The varsity has achieved revolutionary

development in the last four years. Dormitory

houses and

departmental buildings

have been designed to a

high standard. We

believe that AU will

achieve more develo

pment in the coming

days under the leader

ship of VC Prasad

Reddy, Sir. VC Sir paves

the way for the golden

future of many students.

The University is a

amazing Place sir.

Deepika, AU Womens
Engineering College”

"Transforming AU: Prof. Prasad Reddy's Leadership

Shaping a Golden Future.” 
"From Tamil Nadu to Andhra University:

Bridging Cultures, Pursuing Excellence.” 

"I am from Tamil Nadu, studying at Andhra

University. Student safety and facilities are

excellent at AU. VC Prof Prasad Reddy Sir is

dedicated to providing services through startup

initiatives, fostering an innovation culture, and

facilitating placement cells for high job

opportunities. Achieving an A++ rank in NAAC

is a matter of pride for

AU. The unparalleled

facilities make studying

here a pleasure, thanks

to visionary

administration."

Asha
AU Science College

" Inspiring Minds, Igniting Innovations with VC   

Prof. Prasad Reddy's Leadership.”

"I studied the Constitution of India at AU Law

College—a delightful experience. Vice

Chancellor Prof. Prasad Reddy Sir consistently

leads in encouraging students, presiding over

functions and inaugurations, igniting inspiration

and innovation. I appreciate it greatly. With

state-of-the-art facilities and a visionary leader

like Prof. Prasad Reddy, AU Law College paves

the way for a bright legal

future for its students.” It

developed as a

counterpart to Central

Universities, stands out in

its commitment to

excellence.

Harshita 

AU College of law

Thank you CM Sir: 

AU Students 

Vibrant celebrations led by

Students
of the University Campus

Colleges

AU News, January: Andhra University Vice

Chancellor Prof. PVGD Prasad Reddy was

welcomed with jubilation upon his

reappointment. Taking charge recently, the

University is immersed in a festive

atmosphere, with large-scale celebrations

organized by AU students.A special

celebration took place in the prestigious amphi

theater, hosted by students from the 7 campus

colleges of AU. Amidst the students' fanfare,

VC Prof.Prasad Reddy participated in the

festivities, cutting the cake in the presence of

enthusiastic students.During the celebration,

many students expressed their gratitude for the services

provided by VC Prof. Prasad Reddy over the last four

years and highlighted the encouragement they received

under his leadership. They conveyed their happiness of

his return for a second term.The occasion was marked by

placards displaying messages like "Thank you CM sir"

and "We love VC Sir." Students raised slogans,

demonstrating their support and appreciation for VC Prof.

Prasad Reddy's leadership."I am happy to study under

the leadership of Vice Chancellor Prasad Reddy Sir. In

the last few years as VC, he has brought about many

changes to the University. Placement cells have been set

up in all colleges to foster a startup and innovation

culture, providing higher job opportunities. The university

has made facilities available to the students on a large

scale. Under his leadership, AU achieved the ninth rank

nationally and has been ranked as the top-2 university in

the country in the NAAC ranking."
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"Enthusiastic Welcome: VC Prof. PVGD
Prasad Reddy's Return Sparks Joyful
Celebrations at Andhra University” 


